Building and Analyzing of an Active Robot-assisted Surgical Navigation for Cervical Vertebra Bone Grinding in Spine Surgery
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Abstract

Surgical navigation has emerged as a potential solution to improve accuracy and security of intraoperative surgery. This paper introduces surgical navigation technologies into cervical vertebra bone grinding in spine surgery to guide a bone-grinding robot. Firstly, an active robot-assisted surgical navigation system based on optical positioning for cervical vertebra bone grinding is created, and the space registration coordinate system among “image-patient-robot” is also established. Secondly, space registration among “image-patient-robot” is studied. Here, intraoperative registration between image and patient is achieved by ICP improved algorithm based on coordinate system direction fitting, and space transformation between patient and robot is established by using an optical locator based on planimetric method. At last, the navigating and positioning precision of robot-assisted spine surgery is analyzed by performing positioning and tracking experiments and the influencing factors for surgical navigation errors are also analyzed. The experiment results show that the active surgical navigation system can achieve positioning and tracking of bone-grinding robot feasibly and rationally.
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1. Introduction

In orthopedic surgery, there is demand for a surgical tool that can be manipulated accurately and stably to the expected position/orientation on a target, e.g., to target on bone during bone resection. However, the manual procedure is dependent on surgeons’ experience, and the surgery itself is far from optimum surgical plan. With recent developments in computer navigation, computer navigation systems can be adopted to obtain more accurate operation outcome by surgical planning and simulation before implementation with the assistance of surgical robotics [1-3]. Under computer navigation guidance, surgeons are now able to remove a correct shape and place cutting prosthesis in the right position and orientation.

In recent years, robot technology is widely applicable for orthopedic surgery. Thus, orthopedic procedure has become the major application field of medical robot technology [4, 5]. The combination of surgical navigation technology and robot technology expand the application space of robot technology in medical field. The application of such robot technology will fundamentally change the state of surgery operations in the 21st century, just like robots changing the industrial processes, and promoting the rapid development of modern minimally invasive medical treatment. ROBODOC robot system [6] is a comprehensive system composed of computer-assisted medical image processing and medical robots. With the assistance of image navigation, total hip arthroplasty and total knee arthroplasty (THA & TKA) as well as revision total knee arthroplasty (RTKA) can be conducted. The British Imperial College developed ACROBOT robot system [7] for total knee replacement and minimally invasive knee single condyle replacement, whose navigation technology is similar to ROBODOC. With the tracking and display systems, RIO (Robotic Arm Interactive Orthopaedic) system completes the bone grinding with mechanical arm during the knee arthroplasty [8]. SpineAssist [9] system is especially applicable for the spine surgery. With the intraoperative registration through CT navigation system, the robot automatically moves to the position planned; and doctor can complete the surgery as per the planned pose with the navigation arm on the robot. PinTrace is a robot-assisted multi-purpose orthopedic surgery platform, which combines the robot technology and advanced image processing technology to implement the robot surgical navigation based on intraoperative X-ray images [10]. The robot system [11] based on biplanar fluoroscopic
navigation developed by Korean Hanyang University is used to assist the spinal fusion surgery system. Moreover, a set of biplanar robot navigation system [12] developed by Robotics Institute of Beihang University solves the problem of completing intramedullary nail distal hole locking surgery by robot navigated by X-ray images. Robotics Institute of Harbin Institute of Technology has also developed a set of robot-assisted orthopedic surgery system [13], which can guide a Motoman industrial robot to assist doctor to complete the intramedullary nail locking. Navigation systems of the surgical robots above can’t actively track intraoperative surgical instruments. After the calibration between surgical image and space by outside landmarks or landmarks with optical properties, the passive navigation system no longer measures relative position between surgical equipments and bone structures in the operation process, just as a kind of intraoperative information system, which will not affect the doctor’s operation. But the passive navigation system can't obtain absolute position relationship between robot and patient.

We will introduce robotics and surgical navigation technology into artificial cervical disc replacement surgery, and the positioning and tracking of robot-assisted bone-grinding is achieved with the help of active surgical navigation based on optical positioning. In this paper we present the development of an active robot-assisted navigation system based on optical positioning to assist doctors to complete complicated cervical vertebra bone grinding in spine surgery which needs accurate positioning. Here, we will overview the specific aims of our research as follows:

(1) Development of an active navigation system based on optical positioning for robot-assisted spine surgery which can help bone-grinding robot perform positioning and tracking in cervical disc replacement within limited space with minimal exposure and tissue distraction.

(2) Study of space registration among “image-patient-robot”, which can achieve coordinate transformation in three spaces and positioning and tracking of bone-grinding robot.

(3) Precision analysis of navigating and positioning of robot-assisted spine surgery by performing positioning and tracking experiments so as to explore problems bone-grinding robot is facing in spine surgery.

2. Building of active surgical navigation system

In order to solve issues such as complicated operation and low precision of grinding equipments during the artificial cervical disc replacement surgery, the robot will automatically complete the
grinding prosthesis cavity. How to accurately grind out prosthesis cavity depends on surgical positioning accuracy of the bone-grinding robot. In this paper, an active robot-assisted surgical navigation system based on optical positioning for cervical vertebra bone grinding is built in Fig. 1, which includes imaging device, graphic workstation, optical tracking & positioning system, robot control computer, robot controller and surgery assisting robot. The imaging device CT is used to collect preoperative data of patient. By running navigation software, the graphic workstation mainly conduct 3D modeling and visual processing of slice sequence data collected, develop surgical planning and conduct intraoperative registration and navigation. Except for space registration, the optical tracking & positioning system can also real-time track spatial position information of mark point on robot end-effector and conduct real-time update and visualization of such information in image space. The host control computer for robot motion-control computer mainly runs the robot control software and provides the robot-control human-computer interaction UI. The robot controller is mainly used for achieving the bottom driving and control of robot. Moreover, the surgery assisting robot is the actuator completing bone-grinding operation tasks in the whole system. With 3D image navigation technology, the system can conduct precise measurement and surgical planning in 3D space and obtain more rich surgical information than such information manually obtained with 2D CT images or X-ray films so that the surgery preparation will be more detailed. As the optical positioning technology is convenient to use and has high positioning precision, the introduction of such technology into spine surgery will change the state of complex operation and low precision of traditional mechanical positioning mode so as to improve the positioning precision of surgical instruments.

Based on requirements of spine surgery, the position & pose of bone-grinding robot end-effector determined in image space must be transformed to the operation space of bone-grinding robot so that the bone-grinding robot can be guided to be at grinding position & pose required by the surgical instrument, that is to establish the space registration relation among “image-patient-robot”. Based on the composition of robot-assisted surgical navigation system for spine surgery and role of each part, the coordinate system of surgical navigation system can be defined and is shown in Fig. 2. Establish a model coordinate system \( \{V\} \) in the computer image space; establish a patient coordinate system \( \{P\} \) at the surgery spot of patient; establish a robot base coordinate system \( \{R\} \) on the robot; and establish an optical measurement coordinate system \( \{M\} \) on the optical locator. The patient
coordinate system \( \{P\} \) is determined by a reference passive rigid body which has its own coordinate system \( \{S\} \). Besides, the bone-grinding robot end-effector with installed a passive rigid body can be defined as tracking tool coordinate system \( \{T\} \). With the optical measurement coordinate system \( \{M\} \) as reference system, the whole system can achieve the space transformations of each coordinate system with the optical positioning technology.

Fig. 1. Active robot-assisted surgical navigation system for cervical vertebra bone grinding
3. Key technologies of surgical navigation

The key of robot-assisted surgical navigation for cervical vertebra bone grinding is coordinate transformations among different spaces and surgical instrument tracking and visualization. The position & pose of bone-grinding robot end-effector planned in the computer image space must be transformed to the operation space of bone-grinding robot through space registration among “image-patient-robot”, so as to navigate and locate bone-grinding robot at the position & pose pre-planned. Optical locator can be used to do real-time measurement of the position & pose of bone-grinding robot end-effector relative to patient. The position & pose information can be updated and displayed on the medical image in a real-time way in the form of virtual surgical instruments, thus to let surgeons see the position of surgical instruments relative to patients.

3.1 ICP algorithm-based image-patient registration

For difficulty in acquiring precise corresponding relation during registration of patient space and image space, Besl and McKay developed the ICP (Iterative Closest Point) algorithm based on Berthold algorithm [14]. ICP (Iterative Closest Point) algorithm has favorable effects on the registration of coordinate point sets of which definite corresponding relation is inconvenient or impossible to be learned. However, ICP algorithm is accompanied with characteristics of low
calculation efficiency and easy to lead to local minimization problem; it cannot conduct correct registration especially when the rotational malposition of the two models is relatively large. This paper proposes a coordinate direction fitting-based ICP algorithm to acquire "image-patient" registration matrix to reduce rotational malposition between CT image space and patient space, solve local convergence of ICP algorithm and improve registration effects.

The method is to establish a patient coordinate system coinciding with coordinate system orientation of CT image by establishing patient coordinate system \( \{ P \} \) on a square. To facilitate the measurement, install a passive rigid body of optical tracking on the square with coordinate system \( \{ S \} \) as shown in Fig. 3a. The establishment method of direction fitting coordinates is described in detail in [15]. After acquiring origin coordinates and three coordinate axis equations of coordinate system \( P\{x_p, y_p, z_p\} \), homogeneous coordinate transformation matrix \( MT_p \) of translation and rotation transformation under coordinate system \( M\{x_m, y_m, z_m\} \) can be acquired as follows [15]:

(a) A square with a passive rigid body  \hspace{1cm}  (b) Coordinate system definition

Fig. 3. Patient coordinate system definition
Transformation matrix $^M T_p$ from passive rigid body coordinate system \( \{S\} \) to optical measuring coordinate system \( \{M\} \) on the square can be acquired directly with optical locator, and then the transformation relation $^s T_p$ from patient coordinate system to optical measuring coordinate system can be acquired as well. As shown in Fig. 4, $^s T_p$ is fixed, proper placing position of the square during surgery is fixed together with surgical bed according to actual conditions, making rotation direction of the patient coordinate system defined on the square almost coincide with that of CT coordinate system. In this way, coordinate point set of patient's cervical vertebral bone surface acquired with probe can be transformed into the patient coordinate system. Meanwhile, coordinate transformation $^s T_p$ of CT image space and patient space can be implemented with ICP algorithm. The $^s T_p$ calculation formula is as follows:

$$^s T_p = (^M T_s)^{-1} M T_p$$

(2)

Fig. 4. Position relationships between CT image space and patient space

### 3.2 Planimetric method-based patient-robot space transformation
Final goal of robot-assisted surgical navigation is to map information in image space into robot space. Therefore, transformation matrix between patient and robot is required. Take movable platform surface coordinate system \(O'\{x', y', z'\}\) as measuring benchmark coordinate system, then acquire transformation matrix between the two with optical locator based on planimetric method.

### 3.2.1 Principles of planimetric method

As shown in Fig. 5, establish plane \(\alpha\) on the upper surface of robot movable platform, while establishing planes \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) on the installation surface of two adjacent spherical hinges. Planes \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) are perpendicular to the connection between two hinge centers of movable platform and upper platform hinge distribution circle center respectively. The three planes \(\alpha, \beta\) and \(\gamma\) intersect at point \(P\). Establish movable platform surface coordinate system \(O'\{x', y', z'\}\) as measuring benchmark coordinate system. Take movable platform surface coordinate system \(O'\{x, y, z\}\) as benchmark, translate coordinate system on \(O'\{x', y', z'\}\) plane \(\alpha\) to central plane of platform hinge along negative direction of \(z'\) axis by distance \(d\), define the plane here as plane \(\pi\) and coordinate system \(O\{x_p, y_p, z_p\}\) as movable platform coordinate system of parallel robot. The transformation relation \(^0T_0\) between the two can be determined by \(d\). When the robot is in zero position, position & pose of movable platform surface coordinate system \(O'\{x', y', z'\}\) is \((0, 0, z_p, 0, 0)\). Define robot base coordinate system \(R\{x, y, z\}\) with the position & pose as benchmark. \(z_p\) is determined with theoretical inverse kinematic model.

![Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of planimetric method](image)
In Fig. 5, optical measuring coordinate system is defined as $M\{x_m, y_m, z_m\}$, where equations of planes $\alpha, \beta$ and $\gamma$ are defined as:

$$A_\alpha (x - x_\alpha) + B_\alpha (y - y_\alpha) + C_\alpha (z - z_\alpha) = 0$$

(3)

$$A_\beta (x - x_\beta) + B_\beta (y - y_\beta) + C_\beta (z - z_\beta) = 0$$

(4)

$$A_\gamma (x - x_\gamma) + B_\gamma (y - y_\gamma) + C_\gamma (z - z_\gamma) = 0$$

(5)

In the optical measuring coordinate system $M\{x_m, y_m, z_m\}$, select no less than three points (non-collinear) on corresponding planes with optical positioning probe and determine equations of planes $\alpha, \beta$ and $\gamma$, then equation coefficients $A_i, B_i, C_i, x_i, y_i$ and $z_i(i=\alpha, \beta, \gamma)$ of three planes will also be acquired. Combine equations of planes $\alpha, \beta$ and $\gamma$ to work out coordinate $P\{x_{mp}, y_{mp}, z_{mp}\}$ of point $P$ in coordinate system $M\{x_m, y_m, z_m\}$, calculation formula is as follows:

$$\begin{bmatrix} x_{mp} \\ y_{mp} \\ z_{mp} \end{bmatrix} = R^{-1} \begin{bmatrix} a_\alpha \\ b_\beta \\ c_\gamma \end{bmatrix}$$

(6)

Where

$$R = \begin{bmatrix} A_\alpha & B_\alpha & C_\alpha \\ A_\beta & B_\beta & C_\beta \\ A_\gamma & B_\gamma & C_\gamma \end{bmatrix}, \quad a_\alpha = A_\alpha x_\alpha + B_\alpha y_\alpha + C_\alpha z_\alpha, \quad b_\beta = A_\beta x_\beta + B_\beta y_\beta + C_\beta z_\beta, \quad c_\gamma = A_\gamma x_\gamma + B_\gamma y_\gamma + C_\gamma z_\gamma.$$

In addition, coordinate value $D\{x_{mD}, y_{mD}, z_{mD}\}$ of grinding cutter-end point can be measured with a probe. Normal vector $\{A_\alpha, B_\alpha, C_\alpha\}$ of plane $\alpha$ can be acquired according to plane $\alpha$ equation, then equation of straight line $O'D$ where $z'$ axis of coordinate system $O'\{x', y', z'\}$ can be obtained. Coordinate value $O'\{x_{m0'}, y_{m0'}, z_{m0'}\}$ of coordinate system $O'\{x', y', z'\}$ can be acquired by combining $z'$ axis equation and plane $\alpha$ equation of the coordinate system. Measure coordinates $P\{x_{mp}, y_{mp}, z_{mp}\}$ and $O'\{x_{m0'}, y_{m0'}, z_{m0'}\}$ respectively which have been worked out under coordinate system $M\{x_m, y_m,$
\( z_m \) with optical locator, then equation of straight line \( O'P \) where \( y' \) axis of coordinate system \( O'\{x', y', z'\} \) lies in can be acquired. Assume normal vectors of \( x', y', \) and \( z' \) axis as \( l, m \) and \( n \) respectively, then equation of \( y' \) axis of coordinate system \( O'\{x', y', z'\} \) is also obtained. Three equations are shown as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{z'} \text{ axis equation:} & \quad \frac{(x - x_{mD})}{A_x} = \frac{(y - y_{mD})}{B_x} = \frac{(z - z_{mD})}{C_x} \\
\text{y'} \text{ axis equation:} & \quad \frac{(x - x_{mO})}{(x_{mP} - x_{mO})} = \frac{(y - y_{mO})}{(y_{mP} - y_{mO})} = \frac{(z - z_{mO})}{(z_{mP} - z_{mO})} \\
\text{x'} \text{ axis equation:} & \quad \frac{(x - x_{mO})}{l_x} = \frac{(y - y_{mO})}{l_y} = \frac{(z - z_{mO})}{l_z}
\end{align*}
\]

\( (8) \)

\( (9) \)

\( (10) \)

Where

\[
\begin{align*}
l = (l_x, l_y, l_z), \quad m = (m_x, m_y, m_z) = (x_{mP} - x_{mO}, y_{mP} - y_{mO}, z_{mP} - z_{mO}), \quad n = (n_x, n_y, n_z) = (A_x, B_x, C_x) \caption{10},
\end{align*}
\]

\( (11) \)

After acquiring zero point and axis equation of coordinate system \( O'\{x, y, z\} \), transformation matrix \( MT_{O'0} \) of translation and rotation homogeneous coordinates under coordinate system \( M\{x_m, y_m, z_m\} \) at zero position can be worked out as follows:
3.2.2 Patients-robots space transformation

As shown in Fig. 6, to acquire the transformation matrix $^RT_M$ between optical measuring coordinate system $M\{x_m, y_m, z_m\}$ and parallel robot base coordinate system $R\{x, y, z\}$ more conveniently, and to install passive rigid body of optical tracking, a tracking tool coordinate system $T\{x_t, y_t, z_t\}$ was defined. The transformation matrix $^MT_T$ between optical measuring coordinate system $M\{x_m, y_m, z_m\}$ and tracking tool coordinate system $T\{x_t, y_t, z_t\}$ can be implemented and acquired. Only need to find the transformation matrix $^TT_O'$ between movable platform planes coordinate system $O'\{x, y, z\}$ and tracking tool coordinate system $T\{x_t, y_t, z_t\}$ when using it. When the parallel robot is in zero position, $^MT_{O'0}$ can be acquired through the theory of planimetric method, thus matrix $^TT_O'$ can be acquired through the following formula:

$$^TT_O' = (^MT_{O'0})^{-1}^MT_{O'0}$$

(13)
Fig. 6. Mapping transformations from optical measuring space to robot base coordinate system

The transformation matrix $^{T}T_{0}$ between movable platform planes coordinate system $O^{'\{x', y', z'\}}$ and tracking tool coordinate system $T\{x, y, z\}$ is the fixed matrix of space transformation of robot. Using this matrix, the space registration transformation between coordinate systems of robot space can be implemented. When parallel robot is at zero position, the transformation relation $^{R}T_{00}$ between movable platform space and fixed platform space in theoretical model is given, and the transformation matrix $^{R}T_{00}$ from robot movable platform plane coordinate system $O^{'\{x', y', z'\}}$ to movable platform coordinate system $O\{x_p, y_p, z_p\}$ is also given, in this way, when parallel robot is at zero position, the transformation matrix $^{R}T_{00}$ from movable platform planes coordinate system $O^{'\{x', y', z'\}}$ to robot base coordinate system $R\{x, y, z\}$ can be acquired. When the space transformation between optical measuring coordinate system $M\{x_m, y_m, z_m\}$ and parallel robot base coordinate system $R\{x, y, z\}$ is needed, the transformation matrix $^{R}T_{M}$ between optical measuring coordinate system $M\{x_m, y_m, z_m\}$ and parallel robot base coordinate system $R\{x, y, z\}$ can be acquired conveniently when the movable platform is at zero position through the transformation matrix $^{T}T_{0}$ between movable platform planes coordinate system $O^{'\{x', y', z'\}}$ and tracking tool coordinate system $T\{x, y, z\}$. Then, the space transformation matrix $^{R}T_{p}$ from patient coordinate system $\{P\}$ to parallel robot base coordinate system $\{R\}$ is

$$^{R}T_{p} = ^{R}T_{M}^{M}T_{p} = ^{R}T_{00}^{T}T_{O'}^{-1}(^{M}T_{T0})^{-1}^{M}T_{p}$$

(14)

Where

$$^{R}T_{M} = ^{R}T_{00}^{T}T_{O'}^{-1}(^{M}T_{T0})^{-1}$$
(15)
\[ R_{O'0} = R_{O0} \circ R_{O} \]

(16)
Grinding tool-end coordinate system is \( D \{x_d, y_d, z_d\} \), which is acquired after movable platform coordinate system \( O' \{x, y, z\} \) moves \( z \) along its forward direction \( l \), and it has the same position & pose as movable platform planes coordinate system \( O' \{x, y, z\} \). Constant \( l \) is set according to the length of cutter, different grinding tools are installed, and Constant \( l \) has different numerical values. Therefore, based on the transformation matrix between grinding tool-end coordinate system \( D \{x_d, y_d, z_d\} \) and movable platform planes coordinate system \( O' \{x, y, z\} \), the transformation matrix \( T_D \) of grinding tool-end coordinate system \( D \{x_d, y_d, z_d\} \) related to tracking tool coordinate system \( T \{x_t, y_t, z_t\} \) can be acquired. This matrix \( T_D \) is fixed and related to grinding tool, which can be acquired by using the following formula:

\[ T_D = T_{O'} \circ T_D \]

(17)

Where

\[ \circ T_D = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & l \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

(18)

When the movable platform is in any position & pose, the mapping matrix \( M_T \) from grinding tool-end coordinate system \( D \) to optical measuring coordinate system \( D \) can be acquired through passive rigid body of real-time tracking. At last, the transformation matrix \( T_D \) from grinding tool-coordinate system \( D \) to patient coordinate system \( P \) can be acquired through transformation matrix \( R_T \):

\[ R_D = (M_T)^{-1} M_D = (M_T)^{-1} T_P (M_T r)^{-1} \]

(19)

Where

\[ M_D = T_D (M_T)^{-1} \]

(20)

3.3. Real-time tracking and visualization

As is shown in Fig. 7, transformation matrix \( V_T \) between spine model coordinate system \( V \) in
image space and patient spine coordinate system \( \{ P \} \) can be implemented through space registration. Among them, the transformation matrix \( ^{M}T_{P} \) between optical locator \( \{ M \} \) and patient spine \( \{ P \} \) as well as the transformation matrix \( ^{M}T_{T} \) between optical locator \( \{ M \} \) and tool coordinate system \( \{ T \} \) can be acquired through the measurement of optical locator. The coordinate transformation \( ^{T}T_{D} \) between grinding tool-end coordinate system \( \{ D \} \) and tool coordinate system \( \{ T \} \) can be obtained through Equ. 21. Optical locator can real-time track tool coordinate system \( \{ T \} \) by a passive rigid body, thus the transformation matrix \( ^{V}T_{D} \) between grinding tool-end \( D \) and coordinate system \( \{ V \} \) of 3D model in image space can be acquired at any moment:

\[
^{V}T_{D} = ^{V}T_{P} ^{P}T_{D} = ^{V}T_{P} \left(^{M}T_{P}\right)^{-1} ^{M}T_{T} ^{T}T_{D}
\]

(21)

Fig. 7. Matrix transformations for robot end-effectors’ real-time tracking and display

To explain the internal mechanism of real-time tracking of bone-grinding robot end-effector, the tracking matrix \( ^{V}T_{D} \) of bone-grinding robot end-effector relative to image space is assumed as:

\[
^{V}T_{D} = \begin{bmatrix} R_{3 \times 3} & T \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(22)
Among the tracking matrix, translation matrix $T=[x\ y\ z]^T$, where $c$ represents cos, $s$ represents sin, and rotation transformation matrix $R_{3\times3}$ is:

$$R_{3\times3} = R(x,\alpha)R(y,\beta)R(z,\gamma) = \begin{bmatrix} c\beta c\gamma & -c\beta s\gamma & s\beta \\ s\alpha s\beta c\gamma + c\alpha s\gamma & c\alpha c\gamma - s\alpha s\beta s\gamma & -s\alpha c\beta \\ s\alpha s\gamma - c\alpha s\beta c\gamma & c\alpha s\beta s\gamma + s\alpha c\gamma & c\alpha c\beta \end{bmatrix}$$

(23)

4. Results and discussion

By measurement of actual position & pose of robot end-effector and comparison with planning paths, bone-grinding robot navigation function and precision can be verified. And navigating and positioning precision of robot-assisted spine surgery can be analyzed by performing positioning and tracking experiments.

4.1 Verification experiment of surgical navigation

Experiment system is set up as shown in Fig. 8, which includes a navigation computer, a bone grinding robot and an optical positioning system. The passive optical positioning system Polaris Spectra made in Canada NDI has high 3D space positioning accuracy and wide vision tracking. The robot position and pose measuring can be completed by using the optical probe and passive rigid body.
Firstly, CT scanning of experimental model is conducted, and then reconstructs the 3D structure of this model. Use three points planning to plan the cutter position & pose before surgery. The planned three planning paths are shown in Fig. 9. Use three points planning to calculate the transformation matrix of cutter planning coordinate system $K\{x_k, y_k, z_k\}$ relative to image space $\{V\}$. Secondly, use the registration method between “image-patient” based on ICP algorithm to acquire the transformation matrix $^P^T_V$ of image space and patient space; the acquiring methods of registration points as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig.11. Then, use the “patient-robot” space transformation technology based on planimetric method to acquire the transformation matrix $^R^T_P$ of patient space and robot space. Using the above matrix, surgical navigation matrix $^R^T_K$ can be acquired, and the calculation formula of $^R^T_K$ is Equ.24. Finally, use matrix $^R^T_K$ of robot-assisted surgical navigation to guide the surgery. The image guiding effect is as shown in Fig. 12.

$$^R^T_K = ^R^T_V \cdot ^V_T_K = ^R^T_P \cdot ^P^T_V \cdot ^V_T_K$$

(24)
4.2 Analyzing of navigation and positioning precision

Use the planned right surgical path to test the navigation and positioning precision. Firstly, transform the left surgical path to robot space; then, use the dynamic model of robot to control the robot to do position & pose adjustment. In ideal condition, the position & pose of robot end-cutter shall be in accordance with that of planning path; but in practical condition, there is deviation between planning path and practical path. Navigating and positioning precision is analyzed through calculation. In the experiment, 10 registration experiments are conducted through the registration method between “image-patient” based on ICP algorithm so as to acquire the transformation matrix $R_{TV}$ of image space and patient space; then, use the “patient-robot” space transformation technology based on planimetric method to acquire the transformation matrix $R_{TP}$ of patient space and robot space, thus to acquire matrix $R_{TK}$ of the 10 surgeries. The end-point of right path is used as positioning point. Use this navigation matrix to guide surgery; use optical locator to measure the
robot end-position & pose for 10 times respectively; compare the measuring results and position & pose of practical path so as to calculate the positioning errors.

The calculated result is shown in Fig. 13, error distribution figures of the 10 experiments are drawn according to position errors and poses errors. From the Fig. 13a, it can be observed that the positioning errors are within 3.0-4.0 mm with a maximum position error of 4.0 mm; and from Fig. 13b, it can be observed that the pose errors are within 2.7-3.4° with a maximum pose error of 3.4°. To apply this system in clinic, it is necessary to acquire higher precision compared with manual replacement surgery of cervical intervertebral disc, and to further improve the precision of robot-assisted system of replacement surgery of cervical intervertebral disc.

![Fig. 13. Positioning errors for robot-assisted navigation](image)

Orthopaedic surgery robot has a more obvious advantage than doctors in performing surgery planning, but which requires surgical robot systems to combine preoperative surgery planning with intraoperative actual situation by considering modeling problems of patients and relative positioning and navigating problems of surgical instruments [16]. Because personalized model of patients arises from preoperative and intraoperative acquisition of medical image data, the nonlinear calibration errors as a result of the soft tissue deformation will cause the deviation of robotic surgery eventually. The relative positioning precision between surgical instruments and patients decides the system surgical planning precision. At the same time, high precision dynamic tracking can improve the operation efficiency and safety. Positioning accuracy of surgical instruments caused by the influence
of preoperative image, registration error, surgical instruments, sensors assembling error and surgical instruments vibration, and so on. From the errors analysis, it can be observed that major errors come from space transformation of “image-patient-robot”, which includes the errors of intraoperative registration and the errors of parallel robot itself. Therefore, to acquire higher precision of surgical positioning, the following two aspects are emphasized:

(1) Further improve surgical model and intraoperative registration precision between “image-patient”, and emphasize on improving precision and speed of registration in follow-up researches. To improve the surgical navigation precision, 2D/3D registration of image can be implemented [17, 18]. This method uses intraoperative real-time X-ray image and preoperative CT image to implement registration, which is of high precision and good robustness. It is also easy to implement the automation, and will not cause any extra damage to patients. It meets the demands of minimally invasive surgery, and has a great prospect;

(2) To improve the precision of parallel robots, the precision of robots themselves will be improved from the aspects of processing, assembly and standardization. Generally, there are the following two methods: the first is to implement processing methods of high precision and assembly technology of high precision to manufacture and assembly robots; the second is to apply measuring instrument of high precision to make standardization and error compensation of robots by calibration method [19-21].

5. Conclusions

The accuracy, flexibility, and stability of surgical robot have been recognized by the medical community and the patients. Surgery robot has become an important method to achieve orthopedic surgery with the minimal invasiveness, digitization and intelligence. Orthopedic surgery has its own characteristics on surgical objective, surgical instruments, operating mode, and so on. Especially, the orthopedic surgical robot highly depends on the intraoperative navigation devices, which determines the technical specificity of orthopedic surgical robot and has broad clinical application. This paper introduces robot technology and image navigation technology into for cervical vertebra bone grinding in spine surgery, and builds robot-assisted surgical navigation system for cervical vertebra bone grinding in spine surgery. Aiming at the space registration of “image-patient-robot”, ICP algorithm that is fitted based on the direction of coordinate system is used to acquire the registration
matrix between “image-patient”. Planimetric method is applied to implement space transformation between patient and robot. To verify the functionality and affectivity of robot-assisted surgical navigation, analysis of precision and errors of navigation and positioning is conducted by performing positioning and tracking experiments. The experiment results show that the established active surgical navigation system can achieve positioning and tracking of bone-grinding robot feasiably and rationally. But, improvement means can be applied to further improve the precision of the system.
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